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Payment Policy and Engagement
James Hart, FAS
Kylie Crane, FAS

Information and Engagement
Kim Dick, AS

Payment Policy
Ty Emerson, AS

State Network
Dora Chin-Tan, AS

Payment Integrity
Vacant, FAS

Child Care Integrity
Miranda Looman, AS

Child Care Framework and Strategy
Fiona Lyen-Mager, AS

Modelling Data and Finance
Rachel Lloyd, AS

Early Learning Policy
Kelli Pears, FAS

Community and Indigenous Child Care
Kimberley McDonald, AS

Prehospital and Inclusion Support
Rhys Blower, AS

Early Childhood Policy and Quality
Anne Tynan, AS

Disability Strategy
Kylie Crane, FAS

Vacant, As

Disability Strategy Taskforce
Dianne Simmons, AS

Funding and Data Collection
Mark Sengade, FAS

Payments and Collections
Teresa Wright, AS

School Assurance
Ruthy Budnik, AS

School Funding
Theresa Kuhner, AIG (John Baker, AS)

USI
Jacinta Saul, AS

National System and Performance
Julie Birmingham, FAS

Teaching Policy and Standards
Jessica Moly, AS

Assessment, Research and Reporting
Maryam Dastafar, AS

National Reform
Shane Samehazan, AIG (Vacant)

Improving Student Outcomes
Laura Argo, AsG (Marla Joffy, FAS)

Coordination and Engagement
Jeff Weigh, AS

Teaching Practice
Guy Tran, AS

Student Learning
Margaret Leggatt, AS

Student Engagement and Wellbeing
Genevieve Watson, AS

International
COVID-19 Coordination
Karen Sanderson, FAS

Quality Frameworks
David Atkins, AS

Access
Karen Walsh, AS

Qualification Reform
Chris Alach, AS

Policy and Regulation
Katerina Lawler, AS

Higher Education
Job-ready Graduates Taskforce
Dom English, FAS

Funding and Students
Job-ready Graduates
Draw Menzies-McIntyre, AS

Job-ready Graduates Taskforce
Danielle Corrigan, AS

Governance
Quality and Access
Renee Martin, AS

HELP and Provider Integrity
Dannan Coburn, AS

Tertiary Policy
Peter Koeck, AIG (Flavio Corrigan, AS)

Research Policy and Programs
Caroline Doherty, AS

Analysis and Data
David Partridge, FAS

Market Analysis and Data
Andrew Taylor, AS

Data Analytics
Suze Nash, AIG (Vacant)

VET Quality and Policy
Renae Houtson, FAS

Industry Advice
Rachel Leongvish, AS

Skills Organizations
Anthony Milgore, AS

Work for the Dole
Tim Matthews, AS

Specialist Programmes
Belinda Callis, AS

Incentives and Investments
Jodie Winrose, AS

Assessments, Services and Outcomes
Samuel Roth, AS

Labour Market Strategy
Benedictine Jeswin, FAS

Industry, Regional and International Strategies
Aisling Beeley, AS

Labour Market Policy
Carmel O’Regan, AS

Economics
Bruce Cunningham, AS

Minister Counsellor (Employment to the OECD, EU and France)
Moya Drayton, AS

New Employment Services Model
Melissa Ryan, FAS

Enhanced Services
Belinda Callis, AS

Digital Future
James Petersward, AS

Quality, Integrity and Evidence
Robyn Shannan, FAS

Employment Services
Job Seeker Participation and Compliance
Louise O’Farran, AS

Assurance Coordination
Jade Chambers, AS

Evaluation, Research and Evidence
Eriku, AS

Providers and Purchasing
Flora McDonald, AS

Delivery and Employer Engagement
Margaret Kidd, FAS

Seasonal Work Programmes
Heather McConnell, AS

Employer Mobilisation
Stuart Watson, AS

Youth Employment
Derek Stiller, AS

Student Jobs Initiative
Malcolm Greening, AS

NDM/UTC
Melissa Hatton, SM

VIC
James Fletcher, SM

QLD
Edwina Spans, WAC

WA
Bruce Nickwell, SM (BL2)

TAS
Emily Russell, SM (BL2)

NT
Janet Liu, SM (BL2)

NZ
Jeanne Fry, SM (BL2)

People, Parliament, Communication and Assurance
Gaby Money-Brown, FAS

Chief Risk Officer
People, Culture and Capability
Gemma Smith, AS

Communication, Work Services and Production
Eric Ruke, AS

Providers and Purchasing
Flora McDonald, AS

Financial and Risk Management
Stuart Watson, AS

Internal Budgets and Expenditure
Mardi Stewart, AS

National Skills and Training
Skills and Training
Stuart Greens, AS

Strategic Policy
Natalie Horvai, FAS

External Budgets and Performance
Cha-Jardinski, AS

Digital Solutions
Kerry Kowalski, FAS

Chief Digital Officer
Application Development
Philip Su, AS

Job Seeker and Skills Development
Adrian Shain, AS

Online Services
Development and Engagement
Nikki Johnson, AS

Business Analytics and Operations
Nelly Antoinette, AS

Education Development
Stuart Greens, AS

Legal
Tim French, General Counsel

Child Care, Legislation and Litigation Coordination Legal
Simon Gordon, Senior Executive Lawyer

Skills and Higher Education Legal
Luke de Jong, Senior Executive Lawyer

Corporate and Schools Legal
Gwendoline Davis, Senior Executive Lawyer

Employment and Legal Coordination
Shayne Howard, Senior Executive Lawyer

Skills Reform Taskforce
Mary McDonald, FAS

Commonwealth-wide Strategy
Clare Sharp, AS

Skills Reform
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